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§ O. Introduction 

A flow on a set X is a family of bijections CPt: X ---+X, t E R, which 
obeys group property CPt+s=CPt O CPs' Such an object (X, CPt) arises in many 
contexts of mathematics. A typical example is the shift operation on a 
mapping space Map (R, M) defined by (cptc)(s)=c(t+s). Although it 
may seem that this flow has no interesting feature at first sight, various 
examples of flows in differential geometry appear in fact as subshifts of 
(Map (R, M), CPt). For instance, let M be a connected complete Rieman-

- nian manifold, and let X be the set of all geodesics c: R---+ M. Then the 
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shift ({le leaves the subset X invariant. The flow (X, ({It I X) is just what 
we call the geodesic flow of M, and a main object in this paper. The set 
of piecewise geodesic curves on M is also invariant under ({le, which we 
call, in this paper, the shift on geodesic chains. The Wiener flow on M 
is defined as the restriction of ({It to the space of continuous curves c: R 
-+M. 

In many cases, a flow (X, ({le) has a natural invariant measure. For 
example, regarding the geodesic flow as the trajectory of motions of a free 
particle on a manifold, we can make use of Hamiltonian formalism to 
define an invariant measure for the flow. As for the Wiener flow, theory 
of Brownian motions on a manifold allows us to introduce an invariant 
measure. Geodesic random walks on M come up in defining a measure 
on the set of geodesic chains in much the same way as free motions and 
Brownian motions come up in each cases. Although, in this case, there 
is no natural {({It}-invariant measure, we can still equip a ({ll-invariant 
measure provided that we confine ourselves to a particular set of geodesic 
chains. 

This article attempts to survey some geometric aspects of these flows. 
In the nature of the case, we must have concentrated on certain special 
topics. Most of results stated are known, so that if the reader would 
like to know the detail, he should realy read the original paper. On 
generality of geodesic flows, we refer to W. Klingenberg [36] [37]. 

We would like to acknowledge helpful conversations with W. Klin
genberg and I. Kubo. 

L Geodesic Flows 

§ 1-1. Hamiltonian formalism and invariant measure 

Let (X, ({le) be the geodesic flow defined on a complete Riemannian 
manifold M. The subflow of (X, ({It) consisting of geodesics with unit 
speed is denoted by (Xl> ((It). The correspondence ct-+c(O) yields a bijec
tion of X onto the tangent bundle TM, under which Xl goes to the unit 
sphere bundle SIM={v e TM; IIvlI=l} and the set of constant geodesics 
goes to the zero section McTM. We define measures p and PI by the 
relationships 

f Fdp=f dg(x) f Fdv 
TM M T",M 

f Fdp=f dg(x)f FdS",(V), 
81M M 8",M 

where dg is the canonical density associated to the metric on M, dv is the 
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Lebesgue density of the Euclidean space T",M and dS",(v) is the ordinary 
uniform density on the unit sphere S",M={v e T",M; 11 vll= I}. It is clear 
that the time-reversing operation 7:": c(t)>-+c( -t) leaves the measures P 
and PI invariant. 

The following is a special case of the Liouville theorem. 

Lemma 1-1-1. The measures P and PI are invariant under cpt-action. 

Since this is quite fundamental in the ergodic theory of geodesic 
flows, we will go into detail. We need some knowledge of symplectic 
geometry. (see [1]) 

A Coo-manifold S with a closed non degenerate 2-form 0) is called a 
symplectic manifold. Non degeneracy of 0) means that to each tangent 
vector ve T",S, we can associate a I-form ~ on T",S by the formula O)(w, v) 
=(~, w). We denote by 1 the isomorphism 1: T",*S---+T",S constructed in 
this way. Using I, we can associate a vector field X, for each Coo-func
tion/ on S by putting X,=1(df), which is called the hamilton vector field 
associated to f We denote by CPt the local I-parameter group of diffeo
morphisms generated by X,. If the relations of the exterior differentia
tions and Lie derivatives are used, it is easily shown that cprO)=O), or 
equivalently ft1 x/O)=O, where ft1 denotes the Lie derivative. In particular, 
the volume element 0)"=0)/\ ... /\0) is preserved by CPt. 

The cotangent bundle T* M has a canonical symplectic structure 
with a form 0)= -dO, where 0 is a I-form on T*M defined by O(v) = 
(p, d1C(v», p e T* M, ve TpT* M, 1C: T* M---+M being the bundle projec
tion. 

We assume hereafter that M is a complete manifold, and identify 
T* M with TM. It is easily seen that the measure P coincides with 0)" 

(up to a constant multiple). We set: h(p)=I/21IpW,pe T*M. Then 
the flow associated to X" is just the geodesic flow. Indeed, the equation 
dcpt/dt=X,,(CPt) is written as, in terms of local coordinates 

from which the equation of geodesics comes out. Thus the invariance of 
the measure P was established. 

We now turn to the case of PI. 

Lemma 1-1-2. Let (S, CPt) be a smooth flow with a smooth invariant 
measure p. Let/: S---+N be a Coo-submersion onto a Coo-manifold N with 
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a Coo-density dlJ. Suppose f 0 ({It = f Then there exists a unique density 
dlJn on each fiber f-I(n) such that 

f dlJ f FdlJn=f Fdp. 
N I-l(n) S 

Moreover, dlJn is invariant under ({le. 

We apply this lemma to the case S=TM\M, N=R+> f(p)=lIpli. 
Noting thatf-l(r) = rSIM, we find 

f oo drf dg(X)f Fd(rS",)=f dg(X)f Fdv=f Fdp. 
a M TS.,M M T.,M S 

Where d(rS",) denotes the canonical measure on the sphere rS",M with 
radius r. This implies that PI is an invariant measure on SIM. 

We denote by V(SIM) the Hilbert space of square integrable func
tions on SIM with respect to the measure PI. The invariance of PI means 
that the induced mapping ({It: V(SIM)-+V(SIM) forms a one-parameter 
group of unitary transformations. 

Application 1-1-3. Define the spherical mean operator L r : Ca(M)-+ 
Ca(M) by 

where Q)71-1 is the volume of the (n-1)-dimensional unit sphere. If we 
denote bY1L"*: V(SIM)-+V(M) the adjoint of the pull back 1L"*: V(M)-+ 
V(SIM), then 

1L"*F(x)=-· _1_ f FdS",(v), and L T =1L"*({l;1L"*. 
Q)n-I S.,M 

Thus, LT is extended to a self adjoint bounded operator L r : V(M)-+ 
V(M) with liLT 11< 1 (see [66]). This operator is considered as a transi
tion operator of certain geodesic random walks. on M (see Chap. III). 

Application 1-1-4. Let E be a Riemannian vector bundle on M. 
'The parallel translation in E along a piecewise smooth curve c: [a, b]-+M 
will be denoted by Pc: Ec(a)-+Ec(b). We define, for Z->O, the Gaussian 
mean value operator K.: coo(E)-+C""(E) by 

(K.s)(x) = (21L"'C)-n/2 .f e-lIvII2/2'P;,/(s(exp v»dv, 
T.,M 
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where n=dim M, c.(s) = exp sv, o::;;:s< 1. This operator is intimately 
related to stochastic parallel displacement ([32]). We will show that K, 
is extended to a bounded operator: D(E)-+D(E) with IIK,II<l, and that 
K, is a self adjoint operator. For this, we first note that 

(21rr)-n/2 f e-lIvII2/2'dv= 1. 
Tx M 

Applying the Schwarz inequality, we get 

so that, noting Is(exp v)I=ls(1rso1v)1 and IlsoIVW=llvI12, we have 

II KrSW<f dg(x)(21rr)-n/2 f e-lIvII2/Z, I s(1rv) 12dv 
M TxM 

= L Is(xWdg(x)=llsW, 

which proves the first part of the assertion. We now take Sl, Sz E CO(E). 
Then 

The function /c8I,S2)(V) = <P;"lSI' sz).(v) satisfies the relation /cSl,82)(V)= 
/cS2,8I)(SO-I(-V)). Since the transformation V~SO-I( -v) preserves the 
density d!,-, we finally observe that the above integral equals 

(2_~)-n/2 f e-lIvI12/Zr<P-ls s> dll(v)-(s K ~) 
II." CV 2, 1 ,..(v) r- - h ...... 2 E" 

TM . 

The following is another consequence of the existence of an invariant 
measure. 

Lemma 1-1-5 (A special case of Poincare's recurrence theorem). 
If M has finite volume, then the set of vectors v E SlM such that there exists 
a sequence tl < t2 < ... i 00 with SOtY-+v is dense in SIM. 

Application 1-1-6. A smooth vector field X on a complete Rie-
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mannian manifold M is called dissipative if, for any geodesic c: R-,;-M, 
the function t~<X(c(t)), e(t) is non-increasing. A Coo-convex function 
Jon M yields a dissipative vector field X = - grad! Killing vector fields 
are also dissipative because in this case t >-+<X(c(t)), e(t) is constant 
(see § 1-2). We will show that, if M has finite volume, then any dissipative 
field must be Killing. Take v E SlM such that ({Jt,V-';-v, t,joo. Since 
<X(n{v)), v»<X(it'({Jtv), ({Jtv»limi_oo <X(it'({JtiV), ((Jt,V) = <X(it'(v)), v), the 
function t>-+<X(it'«({Jtv)), ((Jtv) is constant. From the above lemma, it fol
lows that for any geodesic c: R-,;-M, t>-+<X(c(t)), e(t) is constant, so 
that X is a Killing vector field. Similar argument was taken up by S. T. 
Yau [74] in showing non-existence of convex functions on a manifold 
with finite volume. In fact, the above statement is considered as a partial 
generalization. As a corollary, one has: 

Corollary 1-1-7. Let X be a conJormal vector field on a complete 
manifold (M, g) with finite volume such that .2 xg=).g where). is a non
positive Junction or non-negative Junction on M. Then X is a Killing vector 
field. 

This is a consequence of the identity: (.2xg)(u, v)=(l7"X, v)+ 
(u, 17oX), which indeed implies that the vector field X or -X is dissipative. 
S. Yorozu [76] has proved the corollary under the assumption that X has 
finite V-norm. 

§ 1-2. First integrals 

Let (S, w) be a symplectic manifold, and letJ, h be Coo-functions on 
S. The Poisson bracket {J, h} is a function on S defined by 

{J, h}=~1 J«({Jtx), 
dt t=O 

where {({Jt} is the (local) I-parameter group of diffeomorphisms generated 
by Xh. It is easily shown that {J, h} = dJ(X,,) = XhJ= W(XM XI)' and [XI' Xh] 
=XU,h}' The set of Coo-functions on S forms a Lie algebra with respect 
to the bracket { • }, and the correspondence J >-+XI is a Lie algebra 
homomorphism into the Lie algebra of Coo-vector fields on S. 

A COO-functionJis called a first integral of h (or, of the flow asso
ciated to h) if {J, h}=O, or equivalently ifJis constant on every orbits of 
the flow {({Jt}. The function h itself is a first integral of h, so that ({Jt leaves 
the hypersurface {h = constant} invariant. The set of all first integrals of 
h forms not only a Lie subalgebra of COO(S), but also a ring with the 
ordinary multiplication. Moreover, substitution of first integrals in smo-
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oth functions yields new first integrals. First integrals of the form F(h) 
are said to be trivial. 

Return to the case of geodesic flows. We consider the function 
h(p) = 1/211p Won the manifold S= T* M\M (= TM\M). Since SOt(p/llp II) 
=SOt,IlPII(p)/llp II, a non constant SOt-invariant function F on SIM yields a 
non trivial first integralf(p) =F(p/llp ID, vice versa. 

By definition, a function f on S is called a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree k along the fiber if the restriction fl (T; M\(O» is a homogene
ous polynomial of degree k for any x E M. Thus the function h is a ho
mogeneous polynomial of degree two along the fiber. Given a C~-func
tionf on T* M, we letf ~ L,'i:= 0 fie be the Taylor expansion along the fiber 
about zero section, where fie is a homogeneous polynomial along the fiber 
of degree k. If f I S is a first integral, then so is fie. 

The set of homogeneous polynomials of degree k along the fiber is 
canonically identified with C~(!/,leTM), the space of smooth k-symmetric 
tensor fields. We denote by Pke C~(!/,kTM) the subspace consisting of 
first integrals. 

Proposition 1-2-1. Pic is the solution space of a certain total differ
ential equation of order k + 1. In particular, dim P k < 00. 

In fact, the equation {j, h} =0, f E C~(!/,kTM) is a differential equa
tion of first order. Differentiating this up to k + I-th order and solving a 
linear algebraic equation lead to the assertion. 

The case k=1 is classical. Let f(p)=<X,p) E Ph where X is a 
vector field on M. In terms of local coordinates, the equation {j, h}=O 
reduces to 

so that X must satisfy 

This is just the equation for Killing vector fields. Thus, f is a first inte
gral if and only if X is a Killing vector field, and dim PI <n(n+ 1)/2. 

It is known that Killing vector fields are characterized by the com
mutativity with the Laplacian. We will see that a similar implication 
holds in more general situation. Let P: C~(M)-?C~(M) be a differential 
operator of k-th order. The symbol qlP) is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree k along the fiber, which is defined by 
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where p is a C®-function on M with p(x)=O, d",p=p. If PI is another 
differential operator of kith order, then 

(]k+k,(P. PI) = (]k(P) . (]k,(PI) 

(]k+kl-l([P, PI]) = {(]k(P), (]k,(P1)}. 
\ 

Note that (]z(L1)(p)=llp[i2. Therefore, if P commutes with LI, then the 
symbol (]k(P) belongs to Pk. 

We denote by g the Lie algebra of Killing vector fields, which is, as 
is well-known, identified with the Lie algebra of the isometry group of 
M. We define a mapping P: T* M~g* by <pep), X)=<X, p). P is 
just what is called the Momentum mapping (see for detail [1]) .. Composi
tion hoP, .h: g*~R a C®-function, yields a first integral. 

There is another way to construct first integrals. Suppose there are 
a smooth mapping (f) of a symplectic manifold S into the space of NXN
hermitian matrices and a mapping B of S into the space of skew hermi
tian matrices such that (f)(SOtx) = exp tB(x)· (f)(x)· exp - tB(x), or equiva
lently (Xh (f)) (x) = [B (x) , (f)(x)]. This being the case, the coefficients of the 
characteristic polynomial det(zIN-(f)(x)) are first integrals of the flow SOt. 

Example 1-2-2 (Geodesic flows on ellipsoids). Let Ebe a positive definite 
symmetric n+ I-by-n+ 1 matrix. We set M={x E R"+t, <Ex, x)= I}. 

dx =y, dy =-Ex.<Ey,y)/IIExW, xEM, <y,Ex)=O. 
dt dt 

(Generally,the equation of geodesics on a hypersurface M={xl> ... , 
x,,+I);f(x)=O} is dx/dt=y, dy/dt = -gradf·Hess(y, y)/l!gradfW. In fact, 
<y, dy/dt)=<y, gradf)=O, hence dy/dt=C.gradf On the other hand, 
0= (d 2/dt Z)f(x(t)) = <grad!, dy/dt) + Hessf(y, y), so C= -Hessf(y, y)/ 
!lgradfUZ·) 

We set (f)(x, y)=PiE-1-X&;Jx)Py, where x&;Jx is a linear mapping 
defined by (x&;Jx)z=<z, x)x, and Py is the orthogonal projection onto the 
orthogonal complement of the vector y. If we define a linear mapping 
B(x, y) by B(x, y)z=<Ex, z)Ey-<Ey, z)Ex, then we find that Xh(f)= 
[B, (f)] (see [51] for detail). 

§ 1-3. Geodesic flows with many first integrals 

Existence of many first integrals means that every orbit of the flow 
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remains on a surface with high codimension for all moments of time. An 
extreme case is: 

Proposition 1-3-1. Suppose that the geodesic flow on a compact 
manifold M has many first integrals in the sense that the set of first integrals 
separates the orbits. Then all geodesics in M are periodic. The converse 
is also true. 

Proof. The assumption implies that every orbits are closed sets, so 
that these must be periodic. The opposite implication is somewhat diffi
cult. We define a Riemannian metric on SIM such that the orbits of the 
geodesic flow are geodesic curves. Indeed, this metric is given as the in
duced one from the so-called Sasaki metric on TM (see S. Sasaki [58] or 
A. L. Besse [8]). Thus, we are in position to apply the Wadsley theorem 
(see [8]) which asserts that, if every orbits of a flow {9't} on a Riemannian 
manifold are non constant periodic geodesics, then there is an Sl-action 
with the same orbits as {9't}. Let SIPt'=I=S!P2 be two orbits, and letf' be 
a smooth function on SIM such that, on each Sip!, SlpZ' f' is constant 

and takes different values. We setf(p)=f. f'(s·p)ds. Clearly f is con-
SI 

stant on every orbits, andf(SIPI)=f'(Slp!):f=/'(Slp2)=f(Slp2). Q.E.D. 

Milder than the above, but still enough to describe the shape of 
orbits is the case of complete integrable flows, which has a model in the 
geodesic flow on a flat torus. 

Let LcRn be a discrete subgroup of maximal rank (=n), and let 
M=RnjL be a flat torus with canonical metric. Then, using the identi
fication T*M-:::=.MXRn, we find that 9't(x, v)=(x+tv, v). Iff: T*M~R 
denotes the function defined by!t(x, v)=vt, the i-th coordinate of v, then 
{J, ht}=O, {!t, ft}=O, and dltA· .. A dfn =1=0. We should note here that 
the mapping giving the identification T* M -:::=. MX Rn is a symplectic dif
feomorphism, where the symplectic structure is given by the form L: dXt 

Advt· 
Generally, the geodesic flow on M is called completely integrable if 

there exist n first integrals It, .. ·,fn such that {ft, ft}=O, i,j= 1, .. " n, 
and dltA··· Adfn=l=O on some open dense subset in T*M\M. This 
being the case, we denote by F=ltX'" Xfn: T*M\M~Rn, and let UcRn 

be an open set consisting of non-critical values of F. If FIF- l (U): F-I(U) 
~U is a proper mapping, then FIF-!(v) is a locally trivial fibration and 
the fibers are a disjoint union of manifolds diffeomorphic to the torus 
Tn. In some circumstances, one can prove that a component of F-I(U) 
is symplectically diffeomorphic to rn X U (see [6]). ' 
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Examples. i) If M is a surface with a non-zero Killing vector field 
X, then, j; = h, lip) = < X, p) give two first integrals with {j;, fz} = O. In 
particular, a surface of revolution has completely integrable geodesic flow, 
and the equation of geodesics reduces to Clairaut's equations (see Besse 
[8]). 

ii) A surface all of whose geodesics are periodic and has a common 
period, especially the so-called Zoll surface has completely integrable 
geodesic flow. 

iii) If E is positive definite symmetric matrix with distinct eigen
values, then the geodesic flow on the ellipsoid M={x; <Ex, x)=l} is 
completely integrable. In fact, the coefficients of the characteristic poly
nomial det (zI - I/.i) yield an involutive system U;,' .. ,In}. Two dimen
sional case was first treated by Jacobi, who solved the equation of 
geodesics by using elliptic functions (see for modern accounts J. Moser 
[51] or W. Klingenberg [37]). 

iv) Recently, A. S. Mishchenko proved that the geodesic flow on 
semisimple symmetric space is completely integrable (see [50]). Some 
cases have been already treated by A. Thimm [70] and K. Ii and S. Wata
nabe [31] independently. Certain reduction procedure by momentum 
mappings plays important role. 

Fine structures of completely integrable Hamiltonian systems have 
been recently investigated by many mathematicians. Some cases are 
closely connected with algebraic geometric nature of the first integrals 
(see [78] for instanse). 

§ 1-4. Geodesic flows with few first integrals 

Consider the property of metrics on a compact manifold M that an 
orbit of the geodesic flow is dense in SIM. For a metric with this pro
perty, there exists no first integral of the geodesic flow, except for trivial 
one. We are interested in how big the set of metrics with this property 
is in the totality of metrics. The theorem due to Kolmogorov-Arnold
Moser (see [4]) says that the property is not generic (at least in the two 
dimensional sphere). In fact, Hamiltonian flow which is sufficiently near 
to a "non degenerate" completely integrable system has "many" invariant 
tori, which implies that in the two dimensional case the orbits are shutted 
in a small region between two invariant tori, so that the orbits can not be 
dense. 

If the geodesic flow has no nontrivial first integral, then P2k + l =0, 
Pzk=Rhk • This being the case, a differential operator P with PiI=ilP is 
a polynomial in iI. It is likely that metrics for which P2k + l =0, dim P2k 
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= 1 are generic. Somewhat related with these observation is the follow
ing. 

Proposition 1-4-1. For a generic metric on M, any differential ope
rator commuting with Ll is written as P=f(L1) as V-operators, wherefis a 
continuous function. 

Proof. According to K. Uhlenbeck [72], the set of metrics that all 
the eigenvalues of Ll are simple is generic. Hence, for such a metric, there 
exists a function CCl) of eigenvalues 1 such that Pcpl=C(1)CP1' Llcpl=lcplo 
Interpolating CCl) by a continuous function f(l) on R leads to the asser
tion. 

Problem. Can one choose a polynomialfwith P=f(L1) in the above? 

So far we have treated only smooth first integrals. What happens 
if we loosen the assumption of smoothness? The following shows that 
we must impose some degree of regularity on first integrals to get mean
ingful results. 

Lemma 1-4-2. There exists always a nontrivial generalized function 
on SIM which is CPt-invariant. 

In fact, this follows from existence of closed geodesics. Let CcS1M 

be a closed orbit. Define a generalized function ofF by <ofF,J) = Lfds, 

where ds is the translation invariant density on C. Then 

The most convenient class of invariant functions turns out to be the 
class of measurable functions. 

Theorem 1-4-3 (Ergodic theorem of Birkhoff). Let (X, CPt) be a flow 
on a measure space X with a finite invariant measure p, and let f E VeX). 
The following limits exist almost everywhere: 

. 1 IT -11m _ f(cp-tx)=f-(x), 
T_~. T 0 

and 1+ =1- =1 almost everywhere on X. Further, Lfdp= Lldp. 
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We shall say that a flow (X, f{Jt) in the above theorem is ergodic if 
either one of the following conditions is satisfied. 

(1) Any {f{Jt}-invariant measurable set has measure zero, or its com
plement does. 

(2) Any {f{Jt}-invariant measurable function is constant almost eve
rywhere. 

(3) For any f E VeX), lim 1- JT j(f{Jtx)dt= (J fdp)p(X)-I. T-_ T 0 x ' 

The three conditions are actu!Uly equivalent. If the geodesic flow 
(SIM, f{Jt) is ergodic, then orbits of almost all U E SIM are dense in SIM. 

One of geometric conditions which guarantee ergodicity is the so
called Anosov's condition: 

Theorem 1-4-4. (Anosov [3]). Let (X, f{Jt) be a C--flow on a compact 
Riemannian manifold such that the tangent bundle can be written as the 
Whitney sum of three f{Jt-invariant continuous subbundles, TM =E·EBE"EB 
EO where on E' f{Jt is contracting, on E" f{Jt is expanding and EO is one-dimen
sional and tangent to the flow. That is, there exist constants c>O and A> 
o so that IIdf{Jtull<ce- lt II ull when u E E', t>O, and IIdf{J_tvll<ce-.ltllull when 
v E EU, t >0. If, in addition, f{Jt has an invariant smooth measure p, then 
eX, f{Jt) is ergodic with respect to p. 

A flow (X, f{Jt) satisfying the above condition is called of Anosov 
type. We will give an outline of proof. For each x E X, one can con
struct submanifolds 

W·(x)={y; d(f{Jtx, f{JtY)~O as t~+ oo} (stable manifold) 

W"(x)={y; d(f{J-tx, f{J-tY)~O as t~+ oo} (unstable manifold) 

such that T",WS(x)=ESje, TzW"(x)=E", WS(x) and W"(x) vary continu
ously with x in a neighbourhood of x, and f{JtCw'(x» = W8{f{JtX), f{Jt{W"{x» 
= WU{f{Jtx). In order to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that for 
a continuous function on X, 1- = constant almost everywhere. Let Xo E X, 
and U be an open neighbourhood of Xo' If, for x E U, l+(x) exists and 
Y E un W8(X), thenl+(x)=l+{y) since the points f{JtX and f{JtY approach 
each other with exponential speed. Similarly, if l-{x) exists and Y E un 
W"{x), thenl_{x)=l_(Y). We then choose a point x E U such that, on 
the submanifold U/t/<.f{Jt(W8(x)nU), the point z with 1.,; (z)=l_{z) 
forms a set offull measure, say A. We set: B=UaE,iW"{a»n U, which 
is a subset of full measure in U. We take any two points Xl> Xz E B. 
Suppose XI E W"(a l ), Xz E W"(az). We then have l-(x l ) =l-(al ) =1+ (a l ) 

=l+(aJ=l-(aJ=l-(xJ, hence 1- is constant almost everywhere in U. 
The theorem is proved. 
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Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with negative sectional 
curvature. We denote by £1 the universal covering of M. Let v E Sx£1, 
and set r(t)=exp tv. We consider the limit of the geodesic sphere of 
radius t with the center ret) as !too: 

H(v) = lim {y EM; dey, r(t))=t}. 
t-oo 

It [is proved that H(v) is a C'-hypersurface in £1 through the point x, 
which we usually call the horosphere determined by v. We set 

W'(v)={u E Sy£1; y E H(v), u E (TyH(v»1., 

lying in the same side as v} 

WU(v)={u E Sy£1; y E H( -v), U E (TyH( -v»1., 

lying in the same side as v}. 

E~=TvW8(V), E:=TvWU(v). 

Since, from the construction, the vector bundles Ee, EU on S,£1 are 
equivariant under the deck transformation group ",(M), we obtain vector 
bundles Ee and EU on SlM in a natural way. Estimations of the solu
tions of the Jacobi equations guarantee that these vector bundles satisfy 
the Anosov's condition. Thus we have 

Theorem 1-4-5 (see [6]). If the sectional curvature of M is negative 
everywhere, then the geodesic flow (S,M, CPt) is of Anosov type, hence it is 
ergodic. 

Ergodicity of the geodesic flow on a surface of constant negative 
curvature has been long years ago proved by Hopf and Hedlund ([29], 
[26]). 

Conversely, a manifold with geodesic flow of Anosov type has some 
remarkable properties (see W. Klingenberg [35]): 

(a) M has no conjugate point, 
(b) Every closed geodesic has index zero, 
(c) The fundamental group ",(M) has exponential growth, and 
(d) Every non-trivial abelian subgroup of r is infinitely cyclic, 

which are well-known characters of negatively curved manifolds (J. Milnor 
[49] Lawson-Yau [43]). 

P. Eberlein has proved in [16] that the geodesic flow on a manifold 
without conjugate point is of Anosov type if and only if there exists no 
nonzero perpendicular Jacobi vector field J on a unit speed geodesic c of 
M such that IIJ(t)11 is bounded above for all t E R (see also [17], [18], [79], 
[95]). Generalizations of geodesic flows are given in [96], [99]. 
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n. Periodic Orbits 

§ n-l. Class field theory for periodic orbits 

Let (X, CPt) be a flow on a compact Coo-manifold X. We denote by 
p the set of periodic orbits of (X, CPt). One basic question on periodic 
orbits is: How the set {period ofjJ; jJ e P} is distributed in R. Generally, 
the set P seems to have quite complicated aspects. But one can still ex
pect that the function vex), the number of periodic orbits with period at 
most x, has simple asymptotic property when x goes to infinity. A proto
type of vex) is in number theory, in which the number of prime ideals is 
concerned. In fact, the number ,,(x) of prime ideals jJ in a number field 
k whose norm N(jJ) is at most x behaves like the function x/log x as x 
tends to infinity (prime ideal theorem). The classical way in proving this 
is to consider the Dedekind zeta function 

l;k(S) = n (I_N(jJ)-S)-l. 
p 

The singularity of l;k(S) on the line Re s= 1 has influence on the asymptotic 
of ,,(x). In this view, it is natural to consider the following zeta function 

where NaCjJ) = a (perIod of P), a> 1. The reason why we take up the function 
Na(jJ) is that Na(jJ) has multiplicative nature, so that Na is regarded as an 
analogue of norm function of ideals. 

Before paying attention to the convergence of l;xCs), we will observe 
that there is a close resemblance between periodic orbits and prime ideals, 
which gives another justification to consider the zeta function l;x(s). In 
fact, we can construct an analogue of class field theory in the framework 
of theory of flows. 

Suppose an n-fold covering map w: X~Xo satisfies WO CPt = CPt 0 w 
where (X, CPt) and (Xo, CPt) are flows. For a periodic orbit \13 of (X, CPt) the 
image w(\13) is also a periodic orbit of (Xo, CPt). Generally 

(period of \13)/(period of w(\13)) (> 1) 

is an integer. We call this ratio the degree of \13 with respect to w. For 
a periodic orbit jJ of (Xo, CPt), a lift of jJ is a periodic orbit \13 of (X, CPt) such 
that w(\13)=jJ. The number of lifts of jJ is finite. In fact, if \131> ... , \13g 
are all the lifts of jJ, then 
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g 

~ degree \13i = n. 
i=l 

The covering transformation group G acts In a natural way on P x: 
(1: \13>-+a\13. If \13 is a lift of 1:1, then so is a\13. If in addition we suppose 
that w: X~Xo is a Galois covering, then G acts transitively on the set 
{\131' ... , \13g}. These aspects of periodic orbits are reminiscent of the 
decomposition law for prime ideals in number fields. Much more inter
esting feature is that one can define an analogue of Frobenius auto
morphisms. For this, let w: (X, 9t)~(Xo, 9t) be a Galois covering with 
covering transformation group G. We choose a sequence O=tO<tl < ... 
<tk=period of \13 (k=degree \13) such that {9tiXh~1, ... ,k is just the inter
section of \13 and a fiber of w, where x E \13. There exists a unique a in G 
such that aX=9e,x. It is easily checked that a depends only on \13, so we 
introduce the notation (\131 w) representing a, which we call the Frobenius 
transformation associated to \13. The following properties are obvious. 

(\131 w)\13 = \13 

(/l\131 w) = /l(\131 w)/l- \ /l E G 

{a E G; a\13=\13}=«\13lw). 

A covering is said to be abelian if it is a Galois covering and the 
covering transformation group is abelian. For an abelian covering w, the 
Frobenius transformation (\131 w) depends only upon the image w(\13) = 1:1, 
hence we may write as (\131 w) = (1:11 w). 

We now consider the free abelian group Ix generated by periodic 
orbits, which is regarded as a counterpart of ideal group in number theory . 

. We make use of multiplicative notation, so that Ix consists of formal 
product 

Since these elements are considered as I-dimensional cycles on X, the 
homology class of a can be defined. We will call a principal if a is ho
mologous to zero. The set of principal cycles constitutes a subgroup of 
Ix, which we denote by 11. The quotient group Ixll1 is a subgroup of 
the homology group H1(X, Z). 

For a covering w: (X, 9t)~(Xo, 9t)' we define a homomorphism 
N: Ix~Ixo by setting N(\13) = 1:1! where 1:1=w(\13) and f is the degree of \13 
with respect to w. From very definition, the following diagram is com
mutative. 
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We are now in position to state an analogue of the fundamental 
theorem in class field theory. 

Proposition 11-1-1. Let (Xo, f(Jt) be a flow such that for any covering 
w: (X, f(Jt)-+(Xo, f(Jt), the mapping Ix-+Hj(X, Z) is surjective. Then: 

i) The index [Ix., I'1:.·N(Ix)]::;,nprovided that w: X-+Xo is an n-fold 
covering. The equality holds if and only if w is abelian. 

ii) Suppose w is abelian. Then the correspondence tJ-+(tJ I w) yields 
an isomorphism of Ix./I'1: •. N(Ix) onto the covering transformation group G. 

iii) For any subgroup H in Ix. with finite index, containing 1'1:., there 
exists an abelian covering w: X-+Xo such that H=I'1: •. N(Ix). 

Proof We first observe that Ix.fI'1:.· N(Ix) is canonically isomorphic 
to Hj(Xo, Z)/w*(Hj(X, Z)). Note also that there exists a commutative 
diagram 

the vertical arrows being the Hurewicz homomorphisms, so that we may 
define a mapping rp of the coset space niXo)/niX) into Hj(Xo, Z)/Im w*. 
But ([) is surjective, and # (niXo)/7l"j(X))=n. This implies the inequality 
in i). If the equality holds, then ([) must be bijective, 7l"/X) is normal in 
7l"j(Xo), and ([) is a group isomorphism. 

To prove ii), it suffices to check the following diagram being com
mutative. 

where the horizontal arrow is a homomorphism given by the correspon
dence tJ-+(tJ I w). Indeed, the commutativity comes from the definition of 
Frobenius transformations. 

As for iii), it should be first noted that there are one-to-one corres-
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pondences between the set of subgroups H of Ix. with finite index contain
ing I}. and the set of subgroups H' in Hj(Xo, Z) with finite index, and the 
set of subgroups r in 1t'j(Xo) with finite index containing the commutator 
subgroup [1t'j, 1t'j]. Choosing r which corresponds to H, we get a cover
ing iiJ=x=xo/r~xo satisfying H=I} •. N(Ix). Here Xo denotes the 
universal covering of XO. 

Remark. An example of flows (Xo, lj)t) satisfying the assumption in 
the above proposition is the geodesic flow (SjM, lj)t) where dim M> 3. 
In fact, note that 1t'j(SjM)~1t'j(M) and Hj(SjM)~Hl(M). The fact that 
any free homotopy class E [1t'j(M)] can be realized by a closed geodesic 
implies that IS1(M)~Hl(SjM, Z) is surjective. See [68] for a bit different 
formulation. 

§ 11-2. Zeta functions and entropy 

. We first examine the exponent IX of convergence of the zeta function 
exes) introduced in the previous section, that is, a constant IX with· the 
property that Cx(s) converges absolutely if Re S>IX and diverges if Re s< 
IX. For this, we set: 1t'a(y)=#{p: N .. (j)<Y}. We suppose that 1t'a(Y) is 
finite for any y>o and 1t'a(y)ioo as ytoo. This, in fact, is the case of 
Anosov flows: 

Theorem 11-2-1. (Anosov [3]). Let (X, lj)t) be a flow of Anosov type 
with a smooth invariant measure. . Then there exist infinitely many periodic 
orbits, and the periodic orbits are dense in X. 

The following is classical in the theory of Dirichlet series. 

Proposition 11-2-2. IX= lim log 1t'a(Y) 
y_oo logy 

_I_lim log vex) . 
log a :&-00 x 

Proof (Cf. [13]). The absolutely convergence of Cx(s) {=} that of 
np(I-NaCj)-')~that of L:pNaCj)-'~that of L:pN(j)-ReB. We set 
O'=Re s. Note that for t>O, 

from which the assertion follows easily. 
Thus, to obtain the exponent IX, we have to compute lim log v(x)/x. 

In general, it is rather difficult to accomplish the computation since we 
do not know the asymptotic of vex) a-priori. It should be noted however, 
that in order to get lim log v(x)/x, much weaker information about vex) is 
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enough. For instance, once one could show that for some positive con
stants h, Cl> C2, 

or equivalently 

(1) C~_x_<i'!'a(x)::::;:C~_x_, a=e", x»O, 
log x log x 

then lim log v(x)jx=h. In number theory, analogue of (1) is known as 
the Tschebyschev theorem, which can be proved in an elementary way, 
and is historically regarded as an important step to the complete proof of 
the prime number theorem. A result in this context is 

Theorem 11-2-3 (Bowen [10D. Let (X, ((Jt) be an Anosov flow. Jfwe 
set a=exp h«({JI), h«({JI) being the topological entropy oj ({JI' then (1) holds, 
especially 

1· log vex) a = 1m ----'''--''--'--
x ........ co X 

The definition of topological entropy is the following: Letj: X--?X 
be a continuous mapping of a compacg metric space X. For an open 
cover A={AJiEI> we denote by Nn(J, A) the minimum cardinality of a 
subcover of AVj-1AV· .. Vj-n+IA, where, in general, the open cover 
AV B is defined as {Ai n B j ; Ai E A, B j E B}. Then the topological en
tropy ofjis 

h(f) = sup lim ~ log Nn(J, A), 
A n-oo n 

(see [73] for properties of h(f)). 
Historically, the notion of entropy was introduced for measure pre

serving transformations by Kolmogorov, which we nowadays call measure 
theoretic entropy and is defined as 

where in this turnj: X--+X is a measure-preserving transformation of the 
probability space (X, fl.), d runs over finite sub a-algebras, and in general 
dV gg means the smallest sub a-algebra containing d and gg. Further 
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h 

H(d) = - ~ p(Ai) log p(Ai)' 
i=l 

where {AI' . . Ah } is the finite partition associated to d, i.e. Ai is the non
empty set of the form BI n ... n Bh where Bi = Ci or X\ Ci, Ci Ed. 

Relationship between topological entropy and measure-theoretic 
entropy is: 

Theorem 11-2-4. Let X be a compact metric space and f: X~X be 
continuous. Then h(f) = sup" hi!), where the supremum is taken over all 
j-invariant probability measures defined on the a-algebra of Borel subsets 
ofX. 

See [73] for the proof. 
An upper bound for the entropy of a smooth mapping was given by 

Bowen [9] (see also Katok [39]). 

Theorem 11-2-5. For a smooth mapping f: X~X of an n-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold X, we have h(f)<max (0, n log (suPxExll dJII)). 

In the case of geodesic flows on non-positively curved manifolds, 
there is a geometric interpretation for h(PI): 

Theorem 11-2-6. (Manning [45] see also [82]). i) Let M be a com
pact Riemannian manifold, and let V(x, r) be the volume of the ball with 
center x and radius r in the universal covering M. Then,-I log V(x, r) 
converges to a limit A>O as rtoo and A is independent of x. 

ii) Let {Pt} be the geodesic flow on SIM. Then h(Pl) > A. Further, 
if M has non-positive sectional curvature, then h(Pl) = A. 

In particular, if M is a compact manifold of negative curvature, we 
have the following estimate of the topological entropy h(Pl) 

where - B2 and - A2 are the lower and upper limit of the sectional 
curvature. 

As for the measure theoretical entropy, Ja.Pesin [52] recently showed 
that for a class of manifolds containing negatively curved case 

where A(v) is an operator of the second fundamental form of the horo
sphere H(v). It should be noted that generally, even in the case of 
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negatively curved manifolds, hl'.(r;l) is less than h(r;,). The equality holds 
for rank one symmetric spaces. 

From now on we assume that £l= 1. In [47], G. Margulis states: 

Theorem ll-2-7. If M has negative sectional curvature; then there 
exists a constant c>O such that '1f: a(x)-cx/log x, a=e"(~'). Here we write 
f(x)-g(x) to mean thatf(x)/g(x)~l as xtoo. 

It seems, however, that no geometric interpretation for the constant c 
has not been given. In a special case, we can show that c= 1 (see below). 
, One of most important features of the zeta functions appearing in 
number theory is that these are always extended to meromorphic func
tions defined on the whole plane C. How about Cx(s)? Does Cx(s) 
extends to Re s> 1-e or Re s> -e? The following gives a' partial 
answer. 

Theorem ll-2-S (D. Ruelle [56]). Let (X, r;t) be a real analytic Anosov 
flow whose stable and unstable manifolds form real analytic foliations. Then 
Cx(s) is meromorphically extended in C. 

This applies especially to the geodesic flow of a compact manifold 
with constant negative curvature, in which case, connecting Cx(s) with the 
Selberg zeta function, we are able to know the location of zeros and poles 
(see below). But, in general cases, it seems difficult to get informations 
about singularities of Cx(s). See [21] for related questions. 

Asymptotics of'1f:a('x) are closely related to the behavior of Cx(s) on 
the line Re s= lin the following way 

Proposition ll-2-9.Suppose that there exists a constant b such that 
CxCs)-(b/(s-l)) is analytically extended to Re s> 1, and has no zero on 
Re s=1. Then '1f:a(x)-x/log X as xtoo. 

The proof relies heavily on the Tauberian theorem for the Dirichlet 
integrals (see S. Lang [42]). 

We now confine ourselves to a special case. Let M be a compact 
locally symmetric space of negative curvature, and let R(X, Y)Z be the 
curvature tensor on M. We denote by PI>·· . >Pn-I>Pn=O the eigen
values of the self adjoint operator: X~RCX, v)v, where V is a unit tangent 
vector on M. Two point homogenity of the universal covering of M 
leads to the fact that {.ut} does not depend upon the choice of v. Direct 
computation of the growth rate shows that A = L:~;t py2. 

Proposition ll-2-10. Let CxCs) be the zeta function associated to the 
geodesic flow on a· negatively curved locally symmetric space M, and let 
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r>o be the first eigenvalue of the Laplace Beltrami operator on M. If 
r>).2/4, then ~x(s) is non-vanishing and holomorphic in the region Re s> 
1/2, except for the point s= 1 where ~x(s) has a simple pole. Ifr<).2/4, 
then 'xes) is non-vanishing and holomorphic in the region Re s>I/2+(1/4 
- r / ).2)1/2, except for the point s = 1. 

Thus, applying Proposition II-2-1, we obtain 

Corollary II-2-11. n-a(x)~x/log x as X[oo. 

It should be noted· that non-vanishing of ~x(s) allows us to get much 
stronger results about the estimates ofthe remainder term n-aCx)-(x/log x) 
(see D. A. Hejhal [28] for two dimensional cases). 

The proof of Proposition II-2-10 is largely due to the results by Sel
berg [59] and Gangolli, [22]. They originally introduces a bit different 
zeta function which takes the form 

Z(s) = n n (I_Na(jJ)-(S+klrl+".+kn-,rn-l») 
tJ kl,···,kn _l=O 

where ri=V f1d).. As was shown by Gangolli, a power of Z(s) has an 
analytic continuation to the whole plane, and satisfies ,a functional iden
tity. Further, location of zeros and poles are explicitly described (the 
modified "Riemann hypothesis"). Thus, making use of the relation 

we get the proposition. 
In number theory, the prime ideal theorem is a special case of more 

general density theorems which are closely related to the class field theory. 
As was seen in the previous section, one could construct a class field theory 
in the framework of theory of periodic orbits. Hence, it is natural to 
expect that a similar implication holds in our context. This, in fact, is 
the case whenever locally symmetric spaces are treated. 

The following is an analogue of the Tchebotarev's density theorem. 
As in number theory, if .91 is a set of periodic orbits, and if the limit 

lim log x #{jJ E .91; Na(jJ) <x} =D(d) 
x~= x 

exists, then we will call D(d) the density of d. 

Proposition II-2-12 ([68]). Let Mo be a compact locally symmetric 
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space of negative curvature, and let 1t': M-+Mo be afinite normal Rieman
nian covering with covering transformation group G. We let w: SIM-+ 
SIMo be the induced normal covering. Then those periodic orbits j) in SIM 
for which there exists )j3 with w()j3) = j) such that ()j31 w) = a( E G) has density, 
and this density is equal to # [a)/#G. Here [a) is the conjugacy class of a in 
G. 

Applying this to abelian coverings, we get an analogue of the Dirichlet 
theorem for arithmetic progressions: 

Corollary 11-2-13. Let H be a subgroup of HI(M, Z) offinite index, 
and let C be a coset in HI(M, Z)/ H. Then the number of periodic orbits 
j) with Na(j)<x whose homology class is in C is asymptotically equal to 

(#(HI(M, Z)/H»-I.xjlog x as x tends to infinity. 

Problem. Suppose that #HI(M, Z) is infinite, and let c E HI(M, Z). 
Then how does the function 

1t'C(x)={j): Na(j)<x, the homology class [j)) E c} 

behave asymptotically as xi 00 ? 

III. Geodesic Chains 

§ III-I. Invariant measure 

Let M be a connected complete Riemannian manifold. We denote 
by '&' the set of all continuous curves c: R-+M such that each restriction 
Ci = c I [i -1, i), i E Z, is a geodesic curve. Elements in '&' will be called 
geodesic chains in M. We introduce a family of mappings Wk : c(t)-+ 
c(t+k), k E Z. Since Wh+k=Wh 0 Wk, or Wk=(WI)k, the family {WkhEZ is 
regarded as a "discrete" flow on the set '&'. We call W/s the shifts on 
geodesic chains. The goal of this section is to introduce a {Wk}-invariant 
measure on '&'. 

Suppose that we are given a family of probability measure {,uXLEM 

such that i) each,ux is assigned to the tangent space TxM, ii) ,ux( - .) = ,ux( . ), 
and iii) the parallel translations along any geodesics preserve {,ux}. Fur
ther we suppose that iv) the measure,u on TM defined by the relationship 

5 Fd,u =5 dg(x) 5 Fd,ux 
TM M TxM 

is invariant under SOl: TM-+TM, where {SOt} denotes the geodesic flow. 
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Associated with {Px}, we define an operator L by 

(Lf)(x)=f f(expx v)dpiv). 
T~M 

We first equip a probability measure p; on the set Cf} x={c E Cf}; c(O)=x}. 

Proposition ill-I-I. There exists a measure p; on Cf}x satisfying 

where 7Lk: Cf}----+M is a mapping defined by 7Llc)=c(k). 

Proof We identify the set Cf} x with the infinite cartesian product 
[1::.'00 Tx M = (TxM)Z in the following way. Given a geodesic chain c= 
( .. " c_ l , Co, CI , ••. ), we associate a sequence of tangent vectors ( .. " Va-I). 

viO\ V~I\ ... ) so that vii-I) is the velocity of Ci at the point c(i-l). Then 
translating these vectors vii-I) parallelly along the piecewise smooth curve 
cl[O, i-I] when i> 1, or cl[i-I, 0] when i <0, we get tangent vectors Vi 
at c(O)=x. As is easily checked, the correspondence C----+(Vi)iEZ yields a 
bijection: Cf}x----+ [1::.'00 TxM. By using this bijection, a probability measure 
p; on Cf} x is defined as the product measure [1::.'00 Px' In order to see that 
the measure p; satisfies the desired property, we first consider the set of 
finite geodesic chains, Cf}iN), which consists of curves c: [0, N]----+M such 
that cl[i-I, i] are geodesics for i= 1, .. " N. In the same way as above, 
we may identify Cf}xCN) with [1 f~l TxM, which carries the probability 
measure plj, = [1 f~l Px' We need the following 

Lemma 111-1-2. 

where CI 0 C2 denotes the geodesic chain defined by 

O<s~NI 

NI<S~NI+N2' 

Proof We shall make use of the condition iii) for {Px}. The paral
lel translation PC1: TxM----+Tcl(Nl)M along the geodesic chain CI induces a 
bijection P:!;: Cf}xCNZ)----+Cf}Cl (N,) (N2) , that is to say, P:!;=Pc,X'" XPC1 = 
Cf}x(N2) = [1 f'!l TxM ----+ [1 f'!l TC1(Nl)M = Cf}Cl(NJN2). Since PCl preserves {Px}. 
we find 
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which completes the proof. 
We note that for k>O, 

f f(7CkC)dfJ-;(c)=f f(c(k))dfJ-~(c) 
'II" "'x(k) 

f f(c(l))dfJ-;(c) = (Lf)(x). 
'11,,(1) 

In virtue of the above lemma, we find 

.. ·f f(cil))dfJ-~k-1(1)(ck) 
'lfck_1(1}(1) 

= (Vf)(l). 

A similar argument works for negative k (we use the condition ii), hence 
we are done. 

Proposition ill-1-3. The measure fJ-= on '?? defined by the relationship 

f FdfJ-==f dg(x) f FdfJ-; 
'C M W:c 

is {Wk}-invariant. 

Proof We shall prove that L F(Wlc)dfJ-=(c) = L F(c)dfJ-=(c). A key 

point is that if c E '??X corresponds to n:= Vi E Il:= TxM, then WI(c) 
corresponds to n:= PV,(Vi+I), where Pv , denotes the parallel translation 
along the geodesic t ~exp tVI, 0< t::;: 1. We then observe 

L F(Wlc)dfJ-=(c) = L dg(x) L::O=TX M F(fl PV,(Vi+I)) fl dfJ-x(vI) 

=f dg(x) f dfJ-x(vI) f F(fI PV,(Vi+I)) n dfJ-x(vi) 
M T:cM IIi:;t1 Ta;M -00 i*l 

=f dg(x) f dfJ-ivl) f F(fI Ui+I) n dfJ-vCUi) 
M T:x;M IIi::f=:l TyM -00 i=l=l 
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where y=exp V" U, =PV,v, =SO,(V,). Thus, if we put 

then we have 

f F(Wlc)dfJ-OO(c)=f !(SOlvl)dfJ-(v,) 
'If TM 

This completes the proof. 

=f !(vl)dfJ-(v,) 
TM 

= L dg(x) L~ooTXM F(fl ut ) fl dfJ-x(ui ) 

= L F(c)dfJ-OO(c). 

71 

Remark. In view of the condition ii), the time-reversing operation 
'r: c(t)-+c( - t) leaves the measure fJ-00 invariant. Furthermore, the oper
ator L turns out to be self adjoint. 

Example III-1-4 ([66] [67]). The measure fJ-; on TxM defined by 

dfJ-;= 2 1 0(11 vll-r)dv, 
r Q)n-l 

o being the Dirac function, r >0, satisfies the conditions i)-iv). The 
operator L associated to this family {fJ-;} is just the spherical mean opera
tor L" which was already introduced in Section I-I. It is easy to see 
that the support of the measure fJ-'; is the set 'ifr={c E 'if; ci=cl[i-l, i] 
has common length r}. We will caIl an element in 'ifr an r-geodesic chain. 
In the case M =Rn, the measure fJ-'; is intimately related to the classical 
random walk problem which was originaIly presented by K. Pearson in 
1905: A walker on the Euclidean space Rn starting from a point x walks 
a distance r, then changes direction at random and repeats this process N 
times. What is the probability density that he is at the distance R from 
his origin x ?, or more generaIly what is the probability that he drops in 
a subset A in Rn? It should be noted that the walker's course is indi
cated by a polygonal path c E 'ifx(N) in such a way that c(k) corresponds 
to his k-th step, and that the probability that the walker is in A at the 
N-th step is 

fJ-~{c; c(N) E A} = (L;¥XA)(X), 
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where XA is the defining function of the set A. In particular, noting that 
the Fourier transform of Lrfis 

J.(x) being the Bessel function, we conclude that the probability density 
the walker finds himself at the distance R is 

(This was first obtained by Kluyver [38], see also [7] [33].) 

Example ill-I-5. We consider a probability density 

df-/x = (21rr)-n/2 exp (-II v W/2r)dv. 

It is easy to see that {.ax} satisfies the condition i)-iv), and the associated 
operator L is the Gaussian mean value operator K. (see § 1-1). In the 
classical case M=Rn, the measure f-/; associated with the Gaussian mean 
value operator is related to the Gaussian random walks in the same way 
as the Pearson's case (see [7]). 

After these examples, the family of measures {.a;: x e M} associated 
with {.ax: x e M} is called geodesic random walks, which is in fact con
sidered as a Markov process on the state space M with the transition op
erator L. 

§ ill-2. Ergodicity of the shifts 

Throughout this section, we suppose that M is compact, so that the 
measure f-/~ on ~ constructed in the previous section is finite. We now 
discuss ergodicity of the dynamical system (~, f-/~, tJJk ). As in the case of 
flows (see § 1-4), we shall say that (~, f-/~, tJJk ) is ergodic if any {tJJk}-invari
ant measurable set has measure zero, or its complement does. In our 
special situation there is no difficulty in showing 

Lemma ill-2-I. Ergodicity of (~, f-/~, tJJk ) is equivalent to either one 
of the following conditions: 

(1) For any Borel set A in M, 

lim 1 i: Xic(k»=f dg/f dg a.e. c. 
N-~ 2N+l -N A M 
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(2) For any"! e D(M), 

lim ~ (I! Vf(X)) =J fdglJ dg a.e. x. 
N-"" N k=O M M 

(3) If Lf=J,fe D(M), thenf=const. 
(4) For any pair of Borel sets A and B in M with positive measure. 

there exists a natural number k such that 

LVXBdg>O. 

Ergodicity of(1&', p"", (JJk) has a geometric consequence about geodesic 
chains. A sequence {xihez of points in M is, in general, called uniformly 
distributed if for any Jordan measurable set J in M, the limit 

1 N 
lim L: Xix i ) 
N-"" 2N+I -N 

exists and equals L dg IJM dg. 

Proposition ID-2-2. If (1&', p"", (JJk) is ergodic, then the sequence 
{c(i)hez for almost till geodesic chains c e 1&' is uniformly distributed. 

We now restrict ourselves to the case of Example 111-1-4. This 
being the case, the measure P': on 1&' .,(N) has support in the product 
IT f=l S~M, where S~ = {v e T",M; II v II = r}, and in fact coincides with 
the product of the normalized canonical measure on the sphere S~M. 
We define a smooth mapping 7t:N: ITN S'M=U",EM ITf=l S~M--'>-MXMby 
setting 7t:N(C) = (c(O), c(N)). We say that two points x and y are joined 
by an r-geodesic chain c: [0, N]--'>-M if c(O)=x and c(N)=y. Then 
UN=I7t:N(IT N S'M)=MXM if and only if two points in M can be joined 
by an r-geodesic chain. On the other hand, we, have, in view of 
Proposition 111-1-1, 

where PN is the smooth measure on IT N S'M defined in a natural way. 
Applying the Sard's theorem to the mappings 7t:N, we get 

Proposition ID-2-3 ([67]). If any two points in M can be joined by an 
r-geodesic chain, then 1 is a simple eigenvalue of L,: D(M)--'>-D(M), or 
equivalently the dynamical system (1&'" p"", (JJI) is ergodic. This, in partic-
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ular, is true if r is smaller than the injectivity radius of M. 

Suppose the fundamental group :tiM) is infinite. Then the universal 
covering £1 is non compact, so that there exists a geodesic rayon £1 (see 
J. Cheeger and D. G. Ebin [12]). This guarantees that any two points of 
£1, and hence any two points of M are joined by an r-geodesic chain. 
Thus we have 

Proposition Ill-2-4. If 7r1(M) is infinite, then 1 is a simple eigenvalue 
of Lrfor any r>O. 

These results are interesting in view of generalization of mean value 
properties of harmonic functions on Rn. It is well-known that a locally 
integrable function f on Rn is harmonic if and only if Lr f = f for any r> 
O. This is immediately generalized to the case of Riemannian manifolds. 
Namely, if Lrf=ffor any r>O, thenfis necessarily a harmonic function 
on M (the converse is in general not true). In particular, if M is compact, 
a function fe V(M) such that LJ=f for any r>O must be constant. 
Proposition III-2-3 asserts that this is true even for a function with LJ=f 
for a fixed r>O. 

There are several references which are concerned with mean-value 
properties for a different kind of mean-value operators ([24] [54] [25]). 

Application Ill-2-S. A continuous functionf on a complete Rieman
nian manifold M is called affine if for any geodesic c: R~M the compo
sition f e C is a linear function on R. We will give a simple proof to the 
following splitting theorem which has been proved by Innami [90]. 

Theorem. If there is a non-constant affine function f on M, then one 
can find an isometry I: NXR~M withfe lex, t)=at+b. 

Proof We suppose first f is smooth. In virtue of the identity: 
<17 u grad/, v)=Hessf(u, v), we find that the vector field gradfis parallel. 
Let {SOt} be the one parameter group of isometries generated by grad fI 
II grad fll. Since f is non-constant, II grad fll is non-zero constant, and N = 
1-1(0) is a totally geodesic submanifold. We set 

I: NXR---+M 

(x, t)---+SOtx. 

It is obvious that I is an isometry satisfying the property. 
We next prove that any affine functions are smooth, in fact harmonic. 

Note that iffis affine, thenf(exp rv)-f(x) = -(f(exp -rv)-f(x)), so that 
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f (f(exp rv)-f(x))dSx(v)=O, 
S",M 

hence Lrf = f This completes the proof. 

§ 111-3. Wiener Bows and stochastic developments 

Let (Q, CPt) be the Wiener flow defined on a complete Riemannian 
manifold M, that is, Q is the space of continuous curves c: R-+M, and 
CPt denotes the shift operation: c(s)-+c(t+s). As in the case of shifts of 
geodesic chains, we may prove the same sort of existence theorem for 
{cpt}-invariant measure on Q. 

Theorem ill-3-l. For each x E M, there exists a unique finite measure 
Px on the set Qx={c E Q; c(O)=x} satisfying: 

i) The measure p~ on QxCt)={c: [0, t]-+M; c(O)=x} induced by the 
restriction mapping Qx-+QxCt) obeys the relationship 

ii) The operation c(t)-+c( - t) leaves Px invariant. 
iii) The operator x t defined by 

(X,f)(X)=f f(c(t))dp~=f f(c(t))dpx, t>O, 
[J",(t) [J" 

which, in view of i), forms an operator semigroup, coincides with e- tJ/2, the 
heat semigroup. In other words, x,f is the solution of the heat equation 

iv) The measure p on Q defined by the relationship 

f Fdp=f dg(x) f Fdpx 
[J M [J", 

is {cpt}-invariant. 
The measure p (resp. p~) is called the Wiener measure on Q (resp. on 

Q x(t)). The standard way for the proof of the theorem is to establish 
first the existence of a measure on the mapping space MR = Map (R, M) 
which satisfies the same properties as i)-iv) (Kolmogorov's extension 
theorem), and next to show that the support of the measure is in Q by 
using properties of the fundamental solution of the heat equation (see [20]). 
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Example m..,3-2. In the case M =R\ the fundamental solution is 
(2;rt)-n/2 exp (-lIx-YW/2t). In view of i) and iii), the Wiener measure 
on Q o(t) should satisfy 

to f(c(~I)' .. " c(~N»d,u~(c )={(2;r~1)(2;r(~2-~1»' .. (2;r(~N-~N_I))}-n/2 

xJ f(x!>· . " xN) exp ( __ 1_ £. Ilx,-x'-IW )dx1 • • ·dXN' 
RnN 2t i~l ~i-~'-l 

where O=~O<~I<'" <~N<t, xo=o, and f is a continuous function on 
(Rn)N. 

In general, we may only assert that ,u.,(Q.,) < 1. A sufficient condi
tion that {,u"}"EM is a family of probability measures, or equivalently that 
ftl=I is: 

Theorem m-3-3 (S.T. Yau [75]). If the Ricci curvature of M is 
bounded from below, then,u., are probability measures. 

See K. Ichihara [30] for related topics. A manifold with the property 
that ,u.,(Q.,) = I for any x E M is called stochastically complete. 

A class of shifts on geodesic chains gives an approximation of the 
Wiener flows, which, in the classical case, is stated as the central limit 
theorem (see [34] [23]). Much more precise results are embodied as the 
stochastic developments. We briefly recall the most relevant features of 
subject which has been initiated by K. Ito [32] and P. Malliavin [44] (see 
also [20]). 

In classical differential geometry, the development of a piecewise 
smooth curve w: [0, t]~T.,M with W(O) = 0 (origin in T.,M) means a curve 
c: [0, t]~M that is uniquely determined by the equation 

s: P~~o,<lc(r»d~=w(~), 
where PC1[O,<]: T.,M~Tc(,)M denotes the parallel translation along the 
curve cl[O, ~]. The correspondence w~c, as is easily seen, gives a bijec
tion of the set of all piecewise smooth curve w in T.,M with w(O) = ° onto 
the set of all piecewise smooth curve c in T.,M with c(O)=x. We wish 
to extend this correspondence to all the continuous curves w. For this, 
we first define a mapping PN: Qo(t)~Q.,(t) in the following way. For a 
curve w E Qo(t), we let WN be the polygonal approximation of w, i.e. 

WN(s)=WC-;/ t)+~(s_i~I t)(w(~t)-wC~I t)), 
i-I t<s< '!:"-t. 
N --N 
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ThenpN(co) is defined as the development of CON' 

Theorem ill-3-4. Suppose M is stochastically complete. Then lor 
almost all co (with respect to the Wiener measure on Qit)), the limit Poo(co) 
=limN _ oo PN(CO) e Q:it) exists in probabiiity, and 

J I(Poo(co)(t))dp~(co)=(:£J)(x). 
Do(t) 

To see the connection between the theorem and shifts on geodesic 
chains, we consider an operator theoretic version of the theorem, which 
is much easier to prove. For simplicity, we assume M is compact. We 
define an operator KN • t by 

(Krv.J)(x)=J l(pN(co)(t))dp~(co), 
Do(t) 

which, in view of the equality given in Example 111-3-2, is rewritten as 

where P:: is the measure on ~ ,,(N) derived from the family {p,,} of the 
Gaussian measure on T"M: 

( t )-n/2 ( t) dp:r;= 2n- N exp -llvW/2 N dv. 

It follows from Proposition 111-1-1 that KN.t=(Kt/N)N. Here K, denotes 
the Gaussian mean value operator. In Section 1-1, we have proved that 
IIK.II<l. Easy calculations show that for any Ie V(M). 11K.! - fII~O 
as t'tO, and that for any COO-function!, (K.I - f)/t'~(1/2) 111 in V-sense. 
Therefore applying the Trotter-Chernoff theorem [15], we have 

Proposition ill-3-5([69]). For any Ie V(M), KN.t! converges in 
V(M) as Ntoo, and its limit is e- t4 / 2j 

Appendix 1. Small Eigenvalues of the Laplacian and Zeros 
of Selberg's Zeta Functions 

This appendix will give a proof, as an application of the arguments 
in Section 11-2, to a result originally established by B. Randol [100], on 
small eigenvalues of the Laplace operator on a compact quotient M of 
rank-one symmetric space of non compact type (see for related topics P. 
Buser [94]). We retain the notations in Section 11-2. 
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Theorem. Suppose HI(M, Z) is infinite. Given any integer N, one 
can find a finite covering Mc-+M such that the Laplacian on Ml has at least 
N eigenvalues in the interval (0, ;'2/4), or equivalently that the Selberg
Gangolli zeta function of Ml has N zeros in the interval (1/2, 1). 

Proof Given a character 

we construct a flat line bundle Lx on 111 in the usual way. We denote by 
O~rO(X)~rl(X)~ ..• be the eigenvalues of the Laplacian Llx acting on 
sections of Lx. It is easy to see that for the trivial character 1, roCl)=O, 
and that if X*I,then roCx»o. Note that the eigenvalues of Llx depend 
continuously on the characters X. Hence, if the trivial character 1 is not 
isolated in the character group of idM), then one can find a character X 
near to 1 such that Llx has an eigenvalue in the interval (0, ;'2/4). The 
character group of it'1(M) contains a torus whose dimension is the rank 
of HI(M, Z), and the rational points of the torus correspond to characters 
with kernels of finite index. Hence if HI(M, Z) is infinite, one can find 
an abelian covering Mc-+M and characters Xl' ... , XN factored as 

such that LIlt has an eigenvalue in (0, ;'2/4). 
Given an abelian covering Ml--+M and a character X of it'1(M)/it'I(MI), 

we may define an analogue of L-functions by 

Z(s, X)= IT IT (I_X(1:»Na(1:»-(S+klr,+ ... +kn-lrn-I), 
.p kb o ··,kn _l=O 

where we have identified the covering transformation group it'1(M)/it'I(MI) 
with a quotient group of the free abelian group 1M generated by prime 
geodesic cycles in M (see Prop. 11-1-1), and have regarded X as a charac
ter on 1M • The analogue of class field theory allows us easily to prove 

Lemma. Z(s, M l )= IT Z(s, X) 

where X runs over all characters of the abelian group it'1(M)/it'I(MI). 

As was shown by R. Gangolli [22], a power of Z(s, X) has a mero
morphic continuation whose zeros in (1/2, 1) are just 
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Combining the above argument with Lemma, we get the Theorem. 

Appendix 2. Iterations of Certain Integral Operators 

In connection with the operator K, (acting on smooth functions), we 
consider the operator 

(K,f)(x) = (27r'r)-n/2 L exp (-d(x, y2)/2'r)f(y)dg(y), 

which is closely related to DeWitt's formulation of path integral quantiza
tions on curved spaces (B. S. DeWitt [98], K. S. Cheng [97]). The aim of 
this appendix is to give a rigorous proof to 

Theorem. If If E D(M), M compact, then 

where R is the scalar curvature of M. 

Proof For each point x in M, there exists an open bounded cell Cx 

in T;nM containing the origin such that the restriction expx I Cx: Cx-+M is 
a diffeomorphism onto an open set in M and the complement M\exp,,(Cx) 
has measure zero. Thus 

K,lf(X) = (27r'r)-n/2 f e-llvIl2/2, f(expx v) I det dv expx I dv. 
c.v 

We note that I det dv expx 1=1-1/6 Ric c(v, v)+ 0(11 vW), so that we may 
choose a positive constant c, not depending on v, such that I det dv expx I 
<1+cllvW for any v E Cx' Therefore, 

IIK,lf W;;;; L dg(x) {(27r'r)-n/2 Lx e-llvI12/Z'llf(expx v) 1(1 +c II VW)dVf 

::;: L dg(x){(27r'r)-n/2 tXM e-llvIl2/2'(I+cllvW)llf(expx v)ldvf 

= IIK,llfl+cK,llfl W, 

where we set 
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Hence 

To accomplish the proof, we require two lemmas. 

Lemma 1. For any positive integer k, 

uniformly for x E M, as 7:' to. 

Proof It is enough to show that for any integer k>O, 

for R~ 1, where ~ is a domain containing the unit ball Bj(o), and u is a 
vector. In fact, noting 

I <u, v)e':' nvn./2dv=O, 
BB(O) 

we find 

II <u, v)e- nv!l"f2dv l = II <u, v)e-nvno/2dvl 
R!JI R!JI\BB(O) 

<JluJl I II vii e- nV !JOI2dv= CIIuJl I~ sne-"/2ds 
Rft\BB(O) R 

=o(R-k)Jlull· 

Lemma 2. For any positive integer k, 

uniformly for x E M, as 7:' to. 

Easy, and we omit the proof. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem. Since 
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9'(exp .J~ v)ldet d,,-;v exp" 1 =9'(x)+.J~ V 'SO(x)+~ ~ vtvjfi'ifi'jSO(x) 
2 

we get 

-~SO(x) ~ RtjVtvj+0(r3/211 vW), 
6 

KIP(X)=(27C)-n/2f _ e-IIVII'/2{so(x)+.J~v·so(x) 
(1/ ".)0", 

+ 't'( ~ ~ vtvjfi' tfi'j9'(X) - ! SO(x) ~ RijViVj) + 0('t'3/211 vW) }dV, 

which, in view of the above Lemmas, equals 

On the other hand, we may easily check that IIKIP-9'II~O for any SO e 
CCO(M). In virtue of (*), this is also true for any 9' e V(M). Thus, we 
may apply the Trotter-Chernoff theorem, and the theorem is proved. 
See for related matters A. Inoue and Y. Maeda [101]. 
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